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Es tee Lauder's  Breas t Cancer Awareness  campaign

 
By SARAH JONES

During the month of October, a bevy of luxury brands have taken up the cause of breast
cancer awareness, but are these campaigns truly effective?

From donating portions of sales to getting the word out through social campaigns, brands
are actively promoting their part in the initiative. However, with so many different
campaigns going on, it may be difficult for the participating brands to get noticed in a sea
of pink.

"Breast cancer is personal," said Chris Ramey, president of Affluent Insights, Miami,
FL. "The numbers are alarming. Most every adult knows someone who has been affected.

"There are times when brands do things because it’s  the right thing to do rather than a
marketing angle," he said. "Breast cancer awareness month is one of those times.

"Brands contribute to society in many ways.  Helping to cure cancer is but another way. 
Breast cancer is bigger than any brand.

"Sometimes it’s  enough to change one person’s life – regardless of whether it’s  an
employee or customer."
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Pink purpose

As is to be expected, perhaps the most likely to attach themselves to the cause are female-
focused brands, such as beauty marketers, jewelers and women’s fashion labels.

They are also very likely to have a long history of support.

For instance, the Estée Lauder Companies is continuing its support of breast cancer
education and research through a user-generated content hub that shares survivors’
narratives.Manol

Estée Lauder Co.'s social hub

Founded in 1992, Estée Lauder’s Breast Cancer Awareness campaign and Pink Ribbon
initiative is active in more than 70 countries and has raised $53 million dollars with
approximately $42 million funding 166 research projects over the last 20 years. Like many
brands, Estée Lauder has pledged its support for breast cancer survivors for the month of
October to build awareness for the disease.

For its 2014 Breast Cancer Awareness campaign, Estée Lauder created a dedicated Web
site focusing on the cause. On the Web site consumers are encouraged to “Hear Our
Stories” and “Share Yours” to build a community of women and their families who have
been affected by breast cancer as either survivors or those currently undergoing treatment
(see story).

Also focusing on sharing stories is Ralph Lauren’s #PinkPonyPromise. The brand is
asking consumers to snap a photo of themselves holding a sign telling how they will
support the fight against cancer and then post it to Twitter, Instagram or the dedicated Web
page.
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Ralph Lauren #PinkPonyPromise wall

The Polo Ralph Lauren Foundation is donating $10 to the cause for each photo posted
from Oct. 1-31. To further raise awareness for the effort, $1 more will be donated for each
friend tagged in a post, up to five additional dollars.

On the dedicated page, consumers can view an aggregated gallery of photos and navigate
to the Pink Pony merchandise, from which 25 percent of the purchase price is donated to
the beneficiaries, the Ralph Lauren Center for Cancer Care and Prevention and Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.

Also focusing on social awareness, shoe label Manolo Blahnik turned to Instagram,
telling consumers it would donate 10p, or about $.16 per like on a post of a pink ribbon
fashioned out of pumps. The post received more than 16,000 likes in one day.
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Instagram post from Manolo Blahnik

To raise funds, a number of labels have created special products or ecommerce
experiences for the cause.

Marc Jacobs created a limited-edition version of its  Honey fragrance, on sale as part of
the Pink Shop at Macy’s. From the $76 purchase price, $3 will be donated to charities that
work to boost awareness, education and research about breast cancer.
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Facebook post from Marc Jacobs Fragrances 

Waterford crafted a pink ribbon Christmas ornament, which was promoted by email.

Email from Waterford

For the first time in its seven-year history of supporting the Breast Cancer Research
Foundation, David Yurman has set up a curated online shop called “Support a Cure.” Ten
percent of the purchase price of these items bought at retailers and online will be donated
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to the cause.

On the product page, which carries some of the brand’s Starburst collection, as well as
pink sapphire encrusted earrings and bracelets, David Yurman educates consumers on
the cause, telling them the organization is the only breast cancer or cancer charity to get
an A+ rating on Charity Watch.

David Yurman Support a Cure ecommerce page

Department store chain Bloomingdale's is hosting a Give Pink, Get More shopping event
from Sept. 30 through Nov. 2. Consumers can enroll with a $15 fee that will all benefit The
Breast Cancer Research Foundation, The Carey Foundation and The Marisa Acocella
Marchetto Foundation.
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Based on how much they spend, consumers can earn up to a $250 gift card.

Also raising awareness, the retailer has teamed up with cartoonist and author of "Cancer
Vixen" Marisa Acocella Marchetto and photographer Bob Carey and his wife Linda Carey,
who co-founded the Tutu Project.
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Tweet from Bloomingdale's

Not wanting to be left out, hotel properties are also participating in the awareness month.

For example, The Ritz-Carlton San Francisco is revitalizing its National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month activities with a number of offers.

Most ostensibly, the property signaled its commitment to the cause by illuminating its
exterior with pink lights. Beyond this display, guests will be able to purchase items that
both spread awareness and help fund the Breast Cancer Emergency Fund (see story).

Exterior of Ritz-Carlton San Francisco

The Peninsula, Paris’ pink for a purpose campaign includes a similar pink-hued façade
and a Pink Afternoon Tea. A portion of the special tea and each room booking will be
given to the ARC, a local cancer research charity.
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Pink Afternoon Tea

Throughout the month, the Peninsula’s staff will don a pink ribbon pin on their lapels and
the hotel’s lobby and cars will be decorated similarly.

Cause marketing
Charitable efforts have more impact if there is a strong brand tie to the cause.

For instance, Swiss watchmaker Jaeger-LeCoultre is partnering with the Ovarian Cancer
National Alliance on a campaign to boost awareness for the disease.

Jaeger-LeCoultre will help raise funds for the organization through in-store events
featuring one photographer’s work capturing survivors of the cancer. Since this is a cause
that hits close to home for Jaeger-LeCoultre, the brand is not only showing its corporate
social responsibility, but also its heart (see story).

However, these efforts may be better at reaching a more aspirational than ultra-affluent
segment.

Forty percent of donations from ultra-high-net-worth individuals in the United States goes
toward educational causes, according to a report by Wealth-X and Arton Capital.

The report notes that UHNW individuals are focusing on philanthropic initiatives that
present long-term solutions to deep-seated problems, such as programs that promote
entrepreneurial pursuits. Philanthropists also prefer to have measurement systems in
place that can track and assess the cumulative efficacy of donations (see story).

While a good cause, the marketing initiatives might not be the best way to stand out from a
marketing perspective.

"First, it's  become almost a cartoon of itself," said Rob Frankel, branding expert at
marketing consultancy firm Frankel & Anderson, Los Angeles. "It's  a politically correct
bandwagon that many brands jump on to because there's little downside risk (other than
their past leadership scandals or accountability issues).

"Who's going to attack a brand that's ostensibly lending its name to fight breast cancer?
Nobody," he said. "So it's  safe.

"Second, the pink ribbon is to women what catnip is to cats. Every woman's nightmare
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automatically draws the attention of 50 percent of the world's population without breaking
a sweat.

"[Brands should] not follow the crowd, which in this case, is  totally not
happening. Everyone is jumping on this bandwagon to the point of the cause becoming
mundane."

Final Take
Sarah Jones, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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